BENCHES
&
RACKS
PRO FUNCTIONAL HALF RACK
MODEL # FMDY70400

*Accessory upgrade package (as pictured) is sold separately

STRENGTH BENCHES & RACKS
Bring functional training to your facility with the Freemotion Pro Functional Half Rack. This rack is as tough as it looks
with multiple training areas and storage options almost everywhere you look. With a hefty 200-pound (90.7 kg) weight
stack, this multi-use piece is made for personal training, but is just as intuitive when your clients use it on their own.

BENCHES & RACKS PRO FUNCTIONAL HALF RACK
PRODUCT BENEFITS

INCLUDED ATTACHMENTS

PROTECT YOUR INVESTMENT
This Freemotion Pro Functional Half Rack has a 7 gauge steel frame - made
even stronger with a 7-gauge wrap to help with wear and tear.
LONG AND STRONG
With 14 long pegs and 2 in (5 cm) adjustments, storage options go up
instead of out, maximizing your floor space.
GO YOUR OWN WAY
The multi chin and neutral grip bar pull an aerobic edge to this
strength-building piece.
14 LONG PEGS
Organize the strength training experience with 14 pegs that can
accommodate multiple weights.
300 LBS STACK
Meet members at their current fitness level, and propel them forward, with
a 200 lbs (90.7 kg) weight stack.
FRAME | 7 Gauge Steel Frame
FRAME COLOR | Platinum, additional frame colors available at an up-charge.
MACHINE WEIGHT | 1545.2 lbs (700 kg)
PRODUCT DIMENSIONS | 101 x 92 x 74.5 in (256.5 x 233.6 x 189.2 cm)

»» 4×3 ft (1.2 x 0.9 m) steel uprights
»» 4.5 x 3.5 in (11.4 x 8.8 cm) plated upright wrap
»» Fiber-Laser cut numbering system for exact
attachment positioning
»» Multi-grip chin-up bar with 2 in (5 cm) ball grips
»» Four place bar storage
»» Band peg pair
»» 14 in (35.5 cm) Plate Storage Pegs (12)
»» UHMW plastic on J-hooks and safeties to prevent
upright, bar and J-hook damage
»» Fiber-laser cut upright slots for fast and solid J-hook
and safety arm adjustments
»» Footplate anchor options for maximum rack stability
»» Carriage bolt hardware for a smooth and clean finish
»» Adjustable cable 2:1 dual pull system attached
»» 200 lbs (90.7 kg) cable stack each side
»» 2 in (5 cm) diameter grip multi bar
WARRANT Y US AND INTERNATIONAL
Lifetime - Structural Steel Frame | 5 Year - Wear Guards/UHMW,
Rubber & Plastic, and Finish | 1 Year - Fitness Products, and Pads,
Grips, Components | 90 Days - Accessory Products.
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